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OMME LIFT A/S

Once OMMELIFT… Development/Production

OMME LIFT is one of the leading manufacturers of 
aerial platforms mounted on trailers and crawlers with 
working heights of up to 37 metres. OMME LIFT has a 
long tradition of manufacturing quality products, with 
a focus on the customers needs. We are well-known 
amongst professionals for the high quality, reliability 
and long lifespan of our products, which makes us a 
preferred supplier.

OMME LIFT was founded in 1906 and is a  
family-owned company. The production of aerial  
platforms commenced in 1980. OMME LIFT has 

built the business on trust, honesty and credibility  
for over one hundred years. The foundations of these  
principals have created the setting for our success 
and the development from once a local blacksmith  
to an international production company today.
OMME LIFT supplies globally from our modern  
production facilities in the heart of Denmark, with  
dealers in more than forty countries worldwide. 
OMME LIFT has received King Frederik IX Prize 
of Honour for our exceptional export efforts. Ernst  
& Young has also honoured OMME LIFT as  
”Entrepreneur of the Year.” 

•	 	All	load	bearing	lift	parts	are	produced	from	steel.	 
This, together with a well thought out design,  
maximises stability at considerable height and  
gives the operator a safe and pleasant experience.

•	 	Our	safety	system	and	easy-to-use	controls	make	
the machines ideal for the rental environment.

•	 	The	choice	of	components	and	the	high	quality	of	
mechanical wearing parts ensure extremely high 
reliability even in extreme climates.

•	 	The	 reliability	and	 the	strong	 lift	design	 lead	 to	a	
long product life-span and consequently a high 
return on investment. This makes OMMELIFT the 
sensible choice. 

At OMME LIFT innovation and development are 
of paramount importance. The background and  
experience of our team of dedicated engineers and 
technicians ensure our platforms to live up to the  
required standards and expectations.    

Old craft traditions are combined with the latest  
production methods in our 18,000 square metre  
production area. Extensive modernisation in recent 
years, including the addition of automatic lathes with 
up to 9 axis and several welding robots, ensure very 
effective and uniform production. Our highly skilled 
employees take pride in supplying the best product.

An OMMELIFT has four big advantages which ensure customer loyalty - high stability, easy operation,  
reliability and durability.
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The Aerial Platforms

Quality	is	vital	for	certification
We focus on keeping our quality at a high level,  
well-known by our customers. Our platforms are quality  
tested by our highly experienced test personnel,  
before leaving production. All of our lifts are naturally 
provided with CE-approval and a safety test, carried  
out by an approved institute. Our welders are all  
certified	with	proof	of	good	workmanship.

Worldwide Sales and Service 
OMME LIFT supplies two main series with working 
heights from 10 to 37 metres. The two series, trailer 
mounted platforms and crawler mounted platforms, 
are characterised by their low weight and very compact 
design with transport widths from only 0.78 metres. All 
platforms are designed with stabilizers which provide  
low weight, allowing lifts to be levelled on uneven,  

sloped, soft and sensitive ground. The platforms can be 
supplied with both electric and diesel operation, allowing 
the machines to be used both internally and externally 
and when mains power is not an option. Our range of 
platforms includes both telescopic and articulating boom 
systems. The articulation permits access up and over 
obstacles in hard to reach areas.

OMME	LIFT	has	a	qualified	team	of	sales,	engineering	 
and service personnel ready to give you the best  
service before and after delivery.
In Denmark our service department attends to repairs,  
maintenance and annual service checks. Besides 
statistic and dynamic load tests, the maintenance of 

all movable lift parts is also included in the annual  
service check in order to ensure the machine’s  
longevity. Our dealers in the export markets are  
carefully selected and thoroughly trained at our  
premises in order to ensure a uniform high level of 
service.

Safe set-up

Easy to use

Narrow access

Solid steel boom sections

Large cage capacity

Low ground pressure

Smooth operating rollers

Basket rotation

Large load distributing 
footplates

Power outlet in basket

Flexible	fly	jib

Flexible outrigger 
configuration

Tool trays

Up and over

Ultimate manoeuvrability

Trailer lift self-drive

Wide or narrow 
undercarriage

Welcome
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Crawler liftsCrawler lifts climb new heights

A crawler chassis provides excellent manoeuvrability  
and optimum load distribution on the ground. The  
specially designed stabilizers provide maximum 
stability during operation, even on slopes of up to 
40% difference in level. The weight is about a third 
of a similar self-propelled boom lift which makes the 
crawler lift ideal on sensitive and sloping terrain. The 

low weight of the unit enables easy transportation 
on smaller vehicles than its heavier self-propelled  
counterparts. The construction and the compact  
design of the crawler lift are ideally suited for  
operation	in	difficult	to	reach	areas	such	as	shopping	
malls and atriums and on hilly grounds such as in 
woods and forests.
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Trailer lifts with a compact design and a huge outreachCrawler lifts

The	 flexibility	 in	 transport	 is	 a	 specific	 advantage	 
of the trailer lift, when the machine is to be  
moved from one location to another. The lift is easily 
coupled and uncoupled from the towing vehicle and 
is	easily	manoeuvred	on	site	by	means	of	 the	fitted	
self-propulsion unit. The lift also permits a rapid  
set-up and take-down. Heavy haulage equipment 
is not required for the trailer lift which means it can 
be towed behind an array of smaller vehicles. The 

compact design and high mobility of the lift makes it 
ideally suited for rental purpose. Our trailer lifts are 
most frequently supplied with a battery pack and are 
thus independent of a mains power connection. This 
permits several indoor and outdoor applications.
Our Mini-series is a low-cost series with a very 
compact design, specially designed for small tasks. 
The low weight of the Mini-series permits the lift to be 
towed by most cars and smaller vans. 
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Trailer liftsTrailer lifts
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